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Objectives
• Introduction to Family Experiences of Occupation and Health Model
• Present findings from a phenomenological approach to photo
capture to reveal experiences and contextual findings of family
health
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Model Testing
• Concepts, particularly family health, needed to be clarified
• Phenomenological approach to photo capture
– Responsive to the nature of experience and reveal characteristics related to the
experience of family health
– Allows complex patterns and the influence of time and environment to emerge,
factors easily overlooked by quantitative analyses

Procedures
• 12 Families recruited through
email, Facebook, flyers and
support groups

• Consent was obtained
• Completed demographic
survey,

• Families provided with a digital
camera and journal
• Family interviews were audio
recorded, transcribed verbatim,
and de-identified to protect
family privacy

Overall processes in the study
1. Family Training (journals, photographs)
2. Family Interview 1 (2 researchers present)
3. Collecting information about family health via
photographs and journaling (1 month) and contact
via team
4. Family Interview 2 (2 researchers present)

Initial Interview Questions
• What is a healthy family? When you think of a healthy family,
what do you think of?
• How would you describe your family’s health?
• On a scale of 1-5, how would you rate your family’s health?
1

2

3

4

Most undesirable state
of family health

•

5
Most desirable state
of family health

• Can you share a time with me when you feel like your family
acted in a way consistent with your (thoughts or feelings) on
family health?
• Do you have anything you would like to add?

Demographic Data
N= 12

Gender

91.6%
Female

8.4%
Male

Race

50%
Caucasian

25%
Hispanic

18.75%
Native
American

6.2%
Other

Age
(of person filing out
paperwork)

16.6%
20-29

50%
30-39

25%
30-39

8.3%
50-59

Employment
Status

78.5%
Employed

14.2%
Unemployed

7.1%
Other

25%
1 child

41.6%
2 children

25%
3 children

(of person filing out
paperwork)

(of person filing out
paperwork)

Number of
Children in
household

8.3%
4 child

Demographic Data
N = 12
Number of
Adults in
household

91.6%
2 adults

8.3%
3 adults

Highest
Level
of Education

35.7%
Some
College

21.4%
Associate’s
Degree

Annual Total
Household
Income

36.3%
$25,00044,999

63.6%
> $65,000

Diagnosis

53.8%
Autism

30.7%
Asperger's

21.4%
Bachelor's
Degree

14.2%
Graduate
Degree

(7.1% GED/ high
school)

15.3%
PDD-NOS

100% of households: two-parent families, married

Initial Interview Transcriptions

Initial Interview Themes
• “We’re all in it together”

• “Learning to deal”
• “We don’t”

• “So it’s just constant nonstop”

“We’re all in it together”
Well we’re all in it together. You know we are one— All for one and
one for all type… So we’re a very I would say we’re a very cohesive
family unit. That’s our thing is we’re together more than we’re apart.

We spend time together… Support one another and just do what we
can as a family to stay together.

“Learning to deal”
…obviously there’s differences and conflict is a natural part of the
family. Learning to deal and resolve it is part of part a functional
family.

We still go and do everything everybody else does. Maybe not in the
same way but… We have to prepare for it better… Your
expectations are a lot different. At least we can try and you know so
it may not be worth going back but so… But we try.

“We don’t”
… we don’t do that many things together… We can’t do things like we
can’t go out to eat, we don’t take vacations… We don’t eat dinner
together… We don’t do anything together at all… We don’t go to the
fair. We don’t go to a mall. We don’t go. We don’t go.
… it’s just we’ve found ways of just not going because it’s a whole lot
easier than getting him out.

“So it’s just constant nonstop”
… he wants what he wants when he wants it. But then,
because he’s so amped up, it’s just he can get violent
and he will pull my hair or bite me or scratch me… he
can hurt me and just be loud. It’s constant trying to
redirect or trying to come up with something that will
make him happy, at least right now, to get him past
whatever he’s upset with right now. So it’s just constant
nonstop.
… it’s like we make it over one mountain and we’re given a
higher one and we’re just like ‘ahh’… we’re both stressed
to the max… exhausted… and it’s not like you can find a
babysitter fro him or anything cause nobody wants to
babysit a kid who’s, in their mind, often uncontrollable…

Final Interview Transcriptions

Final Interview Themes
• “Even though autism”

• “Then there’s these moments”
• “That’s just emotionally draining”

• “We keep trying”

“Even though autism”
• SA#1: Why did you take
this picture?
• Mom: … they were
playing so well together
and it was perfect.
• Daughter#2: It was cute

• Mom: It was success,
yes
• Daughter #2: It just
showed that he can still
do normal stuff even
though he has autism.

“Even though autism”
• Mom: It shows that brothers
can be brothers even if
autism is in the picture. They
love each other and we know
they love each other… Like
our older son still rooms with
his autistic brother, like they
don’t go to sleep without each
other. So they bicker all day
but yet they are brothers. So
in their hearts, brothers are
brothers regardless if you
have autism.

“Even though autism”

“Then there’s these moments”
• Mom: And I came over there to
take a picture and he was with
these two little girls and they were
goofing around and smiling and
laughing at each other and it’s like
‘This is awesome’. [laughing.]…
• Dad: And it was a night of I would
say pure joy for us because he
truly showed himself to be
capable of socializing which we
always knew he was obviously
he’s in a regular school but he
also stood out as an individual.
• Mom: …. You know you work
through the hard times and then
there’s these moments of
spiked joys…

“Then there’s these moments”

“That’s just emotionally draining”
•

That’s at 4:00 in the morning and she’s
awake. That’s a 1.

• ED: What is she doing?
• Mom: She’s up for hours. She just
goes we have to use Melatonin
sometimes to help her sleep at night but
then that will get to where it doesn’t
work and then you know—
• ED: You have to take her off, yea.
• Mom: And she’s off of it right now but
she’s slept the last 6 nights in a row
without getting out of bed once. That’s a
big deal. So she has this chart and
then—
• ED: So what does she do? She gets
out of bed and she comes—

• Mom: to get me. Wakes me up. She
wakes T. up sometimes so that’s bad
because he’s in school and he’ll she’ll
first go into his room actually and he’ll
say ‘go get mommy’ just to get her out of
there. And then she comes and gets me
up

“That’s just emotionally draining”
• Mom: I know that a little thing
will set him off… for example,
when he eats his cereal in the
morning first is the cereal,
then honey, then the milk. For
him even not getting the all
the things in the right order
sets him off. So those little
things are hard for him. And
then if one little thing sets him
off then I know it’s going to
set him off and then the rest
and that’s just emotionally
draining for me and
physically too.

“That’s just emotionally draining”

She [sibling]
tries to tell me
something and I
can’t listen to her
because (as it is
often the case) I’m
holding him [son with
autism] in my arms
and he is screaming
in my ear. She tells
me she hates her
life, her siblings
and me.

• Mom:

“That’s just emotionally draining”

“We keep trying”
• SA#1: Why did you take this
picture?
• Mom: Oh well I guess we took it
because it shows how we try to
have a normal you know family
time together even though it’s
challenging… and we work
through it, try to teach him how
to do it
• SA#1: So what does this picture
tell you about your family’s
health?
• Daughter #2: We’re trying. I
mean he has autism but we
don’t let that get in the way of us
having trying to have a normal
happy family.

“We keep trying”
• SA#1: Ok and then on this photo
can you say what it would
provide to other families what
kind of information?
• Mom: I don’t know maybe that
just to do something fun even
though it’s hard
• Dad: Yeah I mean I guess yeah
when you think there might be
you realize –
• Mom: Try things
• Dad: Yeah it might not end the
greatest but go ahead and try it
and come up with different plans
what happens when this
happens next time

“We keep trying”

Next Phase – Visual Analyses

Overview of photo production anlyses process
• 4 raters
• Independently rated each photo

• Discussed at meetings
• Consensus
• Total of 179 photographs

Example of ratings
• Area of FO: A, B

• Impression of FO: A,B,D

• Autism

Example
• Area of occupation G

• A,B,C,D

• Autism

Profile of Family Occupation
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Findings
• Patterns: adl, iadl, play and social participation predominately
related to family health
• Older children higher leisure and social participation
• Younger children higher IADL and play
• Meaning of family occupation was minimal across families

• Majority of photographs were related to autism

Context Key

Physical: Where
Percentage

12%
A
B

13%

C
D
E

5%

59%
1%

3%

F
G

H

3%
4%

Social: Number of People
Percentage

A

E
25%

B
C
D

D
4%

C
3%
B
10%

A
58%

Physical: Terrain
Percentage

8%

A
B

92%

Context Findings
• Most families thought expected behavior represented family health.
• Majority of families were in unstructured activities.

• Customs were not obvious. Daily rituals were captured in 15% of
the photographs, suggesting that engagement in these activities are
not prominent factors contributing to family health.

Findings Continued
• Most photographs were taken at home and in a neat, tidy living
room.
• Average lighting was noted in 84% of the photographs.
• Despite literature supporting the use of animals with children with
autism, 94% of the pictures did not include an animal.

• Grouped data suggest that 21% of the group photographs the child
was on furniture. 12% of the photographs the child was playing,
sitting or standing on the floor. 15% of the photographs were not of
the child. Only 4% of the pictures had the child with a comforting
object, which is a surprising finding as children with autism
commonly use external strategies for self-consoling.

Findings continued
• 97% of the photographs were taken in typical, everyday
environments
• Children were alone in 32% of the pictures. There were no children
in 22% of the pictures and parent and siblings were most frequently
(33%) the significant individual pictured with the children
• Children were alone in 32% of the pictures. There were no children
in 22% of the pictures and parent and siblings were most frequently
(33%) the significant individual pictured with the children

Discussion
• Overall findings are consistent with what we know about families raising
children with autism.
– Minimal social participation
– Life revolves around child with autism
– Routines prevail over rituals

• Study sheds light into what contributes to family health in families raising
children with autism.
• Further study is needed to elucidate the concept and instigators for
positive change in family health.
• Current study: Family cohesion and family rituals.

Findings
• Our initial findings regarding family health suggested that family
health included a sense of togetherness, learning to deal yet
families often don’t challenge themselves to new experiences or
experiences previously failed.
• Families found the “typical” everyday family experiences (e.g. going
grocery shopping, eating out) overwhelming and unable to master.

• Often they “couldn’t” even attempt to participate in these
experiences.
• It (AUTISM) is hard and the family is learning to deal with the
constant nonstop of “autism”.

Findings cont.
• Following a month of picture taking and journal writing, the families
presented a slightly different perspective of family health.
• While not intended to a be a therapeutic intervention, but rather a
deliberate and critical family review of what contributes to family
health, the research team repeatedly heard that reflecting on the
photos and journaling experiences was a defining moment for
change and trying.

Findings cont.
• The final themes included “even though autism”, “then there’s these
moments”, “that’s just emotionally draining” and “we keep trying”
seem to imply a reframing of the influence of “autism” on family life.

• The picture of family health the families are conveying is one of
appreciating the little things in life, that even though he has autism
we “can” engage in family experiences, and while days can be
emotionally draining the family (WE) come together to keep trying.
• Examples of being, doing and becoming.

Final Thoughts
• We recognized autism poses a threat to family occupation and family
health as families talked about the cost of autism to the family
• Interactions and interventions can recognize the health of the family is at
risk and interventions can target family health preservation
• Our research suggests that once a family has opportunity for deliberate
review they can begin to create new family life trajectories with family
members viewing themselves as having control over their lives and ability
to influence outcomes.
• Families shared the importance of being able to do family things, which
complements the research of everyday family life for children with autism
and suggests that routines and rituals are key ingredients to family
occupation

Final Thoughts Continued
•Interventions can focus on family variables and contextual variables (beyond
physical)
•Families indirectly talked about personal skills or attributes that seemed to make
everyday life easier. These findings resonated with results from types of coping
strategies used by mothers of children with autism (Smith, Seltzer, TagerFlusberg, Greenberg, & Carter, 2008Smith, L. E., Seltzer, M. M., TagerFlusberg, H., Greenberg, J. S., & Carter, A. S. (2008).
•Various other studies have described the benefits of positive reinterpretation,
suppression of competing activities and active planning to maternal well-being.
•Equally as important, if not more, was the influence of others on family
occupation. We proposed in our findings that family occupation was mediated by
the availability of understanding and willing people (e.g. profession, familial).
When families have this external social support, family occupation appeared to be
remarkably better.

Thank you!
• Elizabeth W. DeGrace, Ph.D., OTR/L, FAOTA
Department of Rehabilitation Science
College of Allied Health
University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center
1200 N. Stonewall Ave.
Oklahoma City, OK 73117
• phone (405) 271-2131

• Beth-degrace@ouhsc.edu
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